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The International Day of Charity,
observed annually on September 5th,
represents a global call to action to
foster philanthropy and altruism. This
day celebrates the remarkable
contributions made by individuals and
organizations worldwide, showcasing the
power of generosity in addressing
pressing issues.
Charity, in its various forms, plays an
indispensable role in addressing poverty,
hunger, education gaps, and healthcare
disparities. On this day, communities unite
to raise awareness, mobilize resources, and
support humanitarian efforts. From
grassroots initiatives to large-scale
campaigns, the International Day of Charity
serves as a reminder that small acts of
kindness can make a significant difference.
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Every year, on September 10th, people around the world come together to observe World
Suicide Prevention Day, a day dedicated to raising awareness about the critical issue of
suicide and fostering efforts to prevent it. This day serves as a poignant reminder that
suicide is a global concern that knows no boundaries, affecting individuals, families, and
communities everywhere.
The heart of this observance lies in its mission to promote open dialogue about mental
health, reduce stigma, and offer support to those struggling with suicidal thoughts. It's a
day to highlight the significance of early intervention and the role each of us can play in
saving lives.
In recent years, there has been a growing recognition of the need to address mental health
challenges head-on. World Suicide Prevention Day is a part of this broader movement,
encouraging us to reach out to friends, family, and even strangers who may be
experiencing emotional distress. It reminds us that a compassionate conversation can be
the first step towards preventing suicide.
One key aspect of this day is the illumination of iconic landmarks and buildings in a special
shade of yellow or orange, symbolizing hope and resilience. These displays serve as visual
reminders of the urgent need to prioritize mental health support.
Furthermore, various organizations, communities, and mental health advocates organize
events, workshops, and seminars on this day to educate the public about the warning signs
of suicide and how to provide effective help. It's a day when governments, healthcare
institutions, and civil society groups come together to discuss strategies for suicide
prevention and promote mental health policies.
While World Suicide Prevention Day is just one day on the calendar, the conversations and
actions it inspires must continue year-round. Mental health awareness and suicide
prevention are ongoing responsibilities that demand our attention. By working
collectively, we can create a world where fewer lives are lost to suicide, where compassion
and understanding prevail, and where mental health support is readily available to all.

Suicide Prevention Awareness Day
By IROUNMO
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Every year on September 27th, World Tourism Day takes center stage,

celebrating the transformative power of travel and tourism on a global scale.

This observance recognizes the role tourism plays in fostering cultural

exchange, economic growth, and understanding among nations.

Tourism has the potential to uplift communities, generating jobs and

revenue while showcasing the richness of diverse cultures. As destinations

worldwide open their doors to visitors, this day reminds us of the need for

responsible travel, sustainable practices, and the preservation of natural and

cultural heritage.

World Tourism Day encourages travelers to explore, learn, and appreciate

the world's beauty while leaving a positive impact on the places they visit.

World Tourism Day
By IROUNMO
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On the first of September, "Dzemal Bijedic" University of Mostar officially opened

the "Antalija" student dormitory. The name "Antalija" is a symbolic gesture,

expressing gratitude to the Turkish city of Antalya, which played a crucial role as

the primary financial supporter.

This student dormitory can house approximately 180 students, spanning five

floors. It boasts 22 well-equipped, modern apartments, along with the inclusion of

a student clinic, a psychological counseling center, and healthcare services

provided by the Stari Grad Health Center.

The Students' Union had proposed the establishment of a psychological counseling

center and a student clinic to the Commission for Student Standards. The

commission's objective was to make a student clinic and psychological counseling

center available to students.

Both the psychological counseling center and the student clinic will be situated

within the new Antalija Student Dormitory, ready to serve students at the

commencement of the upcoming academic year.

The Antalija Student Dormitory is designed to offer students a quality, enjoyable,

and inspiring living experience—an ideal destination for a fulfilling student life.

 "Antalija" student dormitory
By IROUNMO
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UNMO awarded certificates to participants who completed some of the

offered courses at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of the Džemal

Bijedić University of Mostar on Saturday, September 9th. The courses were

part of the KALCEA project and the professional program "Sustainable

Energy and Innovations."

The courses were designed and conducted in a modern and interesting way.

In addition to the theoretical lessons they attended, the participants also

visited the Salakovac hydroelectric power plant and the Podveležje wind

park. They got to know a hybrid energy system based on renewable energy

sources at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. This system significantly

improved through the KALCEA project, will contribute to better practical

education in the future.

The theoretical and practical lessons in these courses focused on studying

the transition to sustainable and green energy, as well as, connecting

industry, higher education institutions, and research centers in the field of

renewable energy sources and the low-carbon economy.

Sustainable energy and innovations
By IROUNMO
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SMART WB PROJECT
By IROUNMO

The SmartWB project, with its overarching goal of enhancing the quality of higher

education in the field of climate-smart urban development (CSUD), strives to

bolster its pertinence to the labor market and society. It aims to fortify

relationships among Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in Western Balkan

partner countries—namely Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Montenegro—and

the economic and social environment.

This goal will be accomplished by creating a technological platform designed to

promote collaboration, facilitate the sharing of knowledge and experiences, and

encourage the adoption of best practices. Simultaneously, the project aims to

enhance the competencies and skills of teaching staff while modernizing

university courses to align with the current trends in the European Union (EU).

The objective is in accordance with the priorities of the Capacity Building projects

under the Erasmus+ program, particularly the Green Deal initiative.
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Visit of the Sakarya University delegation

The Sakarya University delegation from Turkiye visited the Dzemal Bijedic

University of Mostar on Saturday, September 16, 2023.

At the meeting, among other things, the delegations of the two higher

education institution have discussed the opportunities and practices at the

Universities in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Turkiye, as well as the past and

future cooperation. In addition, the representatives of the two Universities

discussed possible areas and directions of future cooperation, as well as

the implementation of joint projects.

Vice-Rector prof. dr. Emrah Dogan, Vice-Rector prof. dr. Ozer Uygun, dr.

Tuba Tatar, dr. Hakan Demir were the represented Sakarya University was

made up of the, while the Vice-Rector for education, prof. dr. Azra Spago

and Vice-Rector for international cooperation prof. dr. Rijad Novakovic

represented the Dzemal Bijedic University of Mostar.
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